The mammalian hippocampal formation appears to play a major role in the generation of internal representations of spatial relationships. In rats, this role is reflected in the spatially selective discharge of hippocampal pyramidal cells. The principal metric for coding spatial relationships might be the organism's own movements in space, that is, the spatial relationship between two locations is coded in terms of the movements executed in getting from one to the other. Thus, information from the motor programming systems (or "motor set") may contribute to coding ofspatial location by hippocampal neurons. Spatially selective discharge of hippocampal neurons was abolished under conditions of restraint in which the animal had learned that locomotion was impossible. Therefore, hippocampal neuronal activity may reflect the association of movements with their spatial consequences.
IN RATS, THE HIPPOCAMPAL FORMAtion plays a major role in the encoding of spatial memory (1) . Specifically, hippocampal pyramidal cells recorded in freely moving rats display both selectivity and memory for spatial location (2) . In contrast, studies with restrained rabbits and primates emphasize hippocampal cellular involvement in associative learning (3) , suggesting that neuron activity is related to learned stimulus-response contingencies (4) . There is little sign of place-specific neuronal activation in such studies. However, the same cells that develop representations of conditioned responses also engage in spatial coding in extended environments (5) , suggesting that the two types of activity may reflect processing of fundamentally similar kinds of information.
Two hippocampal cell types, complex spike (CS) and theta cells, can be identified electrophysiologically as pyramidal cells and interneurons, respectively (6) . In the freely moving rat, both CS and theta cells discharge in phase with the rhythmic (theta) electroencephalogram (EEG) that accompanies orienting or translational movements, that is, movements that carry the animal from one place to another (7) . Furthermore, the responsiveness of CS cells to spatial location is modulated by the velocity and direction of movement (8) , indicating a possible influence of "motor set" (9) .
We investigated the possible role of motor set for location-specific discharge activity in freely moving and restrained rats. Four animals were trained to tolerate restraint, which was implemented by snugly wrapping the body and limbs in a towel fastened with clips. This procedure allowed the animal to an earlier report (13) (Fig. 2A) .
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The hippocampal EEG under the different conditions exhibited a restraint-induced decrease in spectral power for type I (moveace speci-ment) theta (at about 7 to 10 Hz) and free and increased power at lower frequencies (1 to 4 .35, P < Hz) (Fig. 3C) . Furthermore, type II (sensomn overall ry) theta (about 6 Hz) (12) was not elimif CS [F nated during the restraint condition, sugheta cells gesting that the reduction in specificity was 18, P < not due to inattention to environmental g rate for stimuli. Elimination of this sensory theta by decreased atropine (25 to 50 mg/kg) had no discernned place able effect on place specificity in either the )01]. No free or restraint conditions. Thus, there was iring rate a dissociation between reduction of theta ;e activity power and loss of place specificity (Fig. 3 , A tly differ-and B). the reOur results indicate that motor set makes s a small, a major contribution to spatially selective reen the activity in CAl cells. This contribution may , indicat-be simply a gating mechanism. Alternativeity. Place ly, information about actual movements or examined possible movements may play a more funda--ompared mental role in the representation of spatial EEG frequency (Hz) mal during the three behavioral conditions. Manually transporting the unrestrained (free) animals into and out of the place field was associated with high unit place specificity, intense EEG activity in the theta band, and lower power in the LIA band. Under restraint, the same manipulation was associated with an abolition of place specificity and only a moderate reduction in the EEG ratio (due to both a reduction of the higher frequency theta components and an increase in the LIA band). Under LIA the EEG power ratio was lowest, but there was only a partial reduction in place specificity. Thus, the loss of place specificity is not accounted for by the change in EEG state. Bars, mean + SEM.
location. The persistence of head movement and exploratory sniffing in addition to type II (sensory) theta EEG activity recorded during restraint indicates that the animals were attending to environmental cues and also that such activity is not responsible for place-specific discharge. Although the loss of spatial firing was accompanied by a reduction of type I (movement-related) theta activity, the latter effect must be coincidental rather than causal, because inactivation of the medial septal projection to the hippocampus by local anesthesia completely abolishes both types of theta activity, with no effect on CAl place selectivity in freely moving animals (14) . When free, animals could have moved, but they rarely did so apart from limb extension and some head and sniffing movements that were common to all conditions. We thus favor the hypothesis that information on the preparedness for movement must be an intrinsic component of the information projected to the hippocampus by way of its cortical afferents, and this information on preparedness must do more than simply gate hippocampal output. The data are consistent with two related hypotheses concerning the role of hippocampal activity in spatial representation: a proposal that the spatial role of the hippocampus may be primarily that of learning about spatially directed movements (15) and a proposal that spatial representation involves the formation of conditional associations between representations of movements and representations of locations (16) . In addition, other investigators (17) found that stimulusevoked unit activity in human hippocampus is decreased if subjects are instructed not to respond to the stimuli. Finally, the dependence of location-specific discharge on the animal's perceived ability to engage in movements through space may partly account for the relatively small number of spatially selective neurons recorded from hippocampus in primates and rabbits under conditions of restricted translational movement (4 (Fig. 1A) remained considerably higher than resting levels for as long as the agonist was present (Fig. 1, B and C) . Removal of carbachol caused [Ca] 2+] to return rapidly to resting levels ( Fig. 1, B and C) . In some cells,
[Ca2 ]i returned close to resting levels within 5 min in the continued presence of carbachol (Fig. ID) 
